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Abstract
This White Paper for the CNRS IN2P3 Prospective 2020 1 focuses on
realistic and timely situations of inflation in connection with the CMB,
gravitational and particle physics, adding inter-disciplinarity and unifica-
tion values within a strongly predictive physical approach. The formula-
tion of inflation in the Ginsburg-Landau approach developed by de Vega
and Sanchez [1] and by Boyanovsky, de Vega, Sanchez and Destri [2-4]
clarifies and places inflation in the setting of the effective field theories of
particle physics. In addition, it sets up a clean way to directly confront
the inflationary predictions with the available and forthcoming CMB data
and select a definitive model. All CMB + LSS data until now show how
powerful is the Ginsburg-Landau effective theory of inflation in predicting
observables in agreement with observations, including the inflation energy
scale and the inflaton potential, and which has much more to provide in
the future. It paves the way to discoveries, new learning and understand-
ing.
1IN2P3: The French National Institute of Nuclear Physics and Particle Physics of the
CNRS. CNRS: The French National Center of Scientific Research
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1 Summary
Inflation is today part of the Standard Model of the Universe supported by the
cosmic microwave background (CMB), large scale structure (LSS) and other
precision cosmological data. It solves the horizon and flatness problems and
naturally generates the density fluctuations that seed LSS, CMB anisotropies,
and tensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves of quantum origin: the
primordial gravitons). Inflation is based on a scalar field φ (the inflaton) whose
potential is fairly flat leading to a slow-roll evolution.
This white paper to the IN2P3 prospective focuses on the following, realistic
and timely situations of inflation in connection with the CMB, gravitational
and particle physics, adding inter-disciplinarity and unification values within
a strongly predictive physical approach. The formulation of inflation in the
Ginsburg-Landau approach [1-3] clarifies and places inflation in the setting of the
effective field theories of particle physics. In addition, it sets up a clean way to
directly confront the inflationary predictions with the available and forthcoming
CMB data and select a definitive model.
In the effective theory of inflation ‘a la Ginsburg-Landau the inflaton po-
tential is a polynomial in the field φ, highlighting and capturing the relevant
scales of the problem with a universal form V (φ) = NM4w(φ/[
√
NMPl]), where
M << MPl is the scale of inflation, N ≈ 60 is the number of Inflation efolds and
w is dimensionless, (MPl is the Planck scale). The slow-roll expansion thus be-
comes a systematic 1/N expansion and the inflaton couplings become naturally
small as powers of the ratio (M/MPl)
2. The spectral index ns and the ratio r
of tensor to scalar fluctuations are (ns − 1) = O(1/N), r = O(1/N) while the
running index turns to be smaller: dns/d(lnk) = O(1/N
2). The energy scale of
inflation turns out to be M ≃ 0.7 x 1016GeV , and a detection of r will allow
an important more precise and direct confirmation [10], [14], [15]. A complete
analytic study plus the available CMB+LSS data analysis with fourth degree
trinomial potentials shows [3]-[5] :
• (a) the spontaneous breaking of the φ → −φ symmetry of the inflaton
potential.
• (b) a lower bound for r in new inflation: r ≥ 0.023 (95%CL) and r ≥
0.046 (68%CL).
• (c) The preferred inflation potential is a double well, even function of the
field with a moderate quartic coupling yielding as most probable values:
ns = 0.964, r = 0.041. This value for r is within reach of forthcoming CMB
observations. All data till now clearly prefer new inflation. Higher order
terms in the potential are negligible. In the (ns, r) diagram this selects
the universal banana shaped region (Destri, de Vega and Sanchez, Phys
Rev D77, 043509 (2008); Annals of Phys 326, 578-603 (2011) bounded by
the binomial potential curves.
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Slow-roll inflation is generically preceded by a short fast-roll stage. Fast-
roll plus slow roll fit the TT, the TE and the EE mode spectra remarkably
well including the low multipoles and the quadrupole suppression [3],[4]. More-
over, quantum loop corrections reveal very small and controlled by powers of
(H/MPl)
2 ≃ 10−9, which validates the reliability of the effective theory of in-
flation [3].
All CMB + LSS data until now [9] show how powerful is the Ginsburg-
Landau effective theory of inflation in predicting observables in agreement with
observations and which has much more to provide in the future [10],[14],[15]. It
paves the way to discoveries, new learning and understanding.
2 Introduction
I.1 The set of robust cosmological data (cosmic microwave background, large
scale structures,deep galaxy surveys and other data) support the Standard
(concordance) Model of the Universe and place Inflation and dark energy
(and quasi-de Sitter) stages as pivots of it. Moreover, the physical classical,
semi classical and quantum planckian and trans-planckian de Sitter regimes are
central to gravitation, quantum physics and particle physics unification.
Inflation predicts fairly generic features: a nearly gaussian, nearly scale in-
variant spectrum of (mostly) adiabatic scalar and tensor primordial fluctuations,
making the inflationary paradigm fairly robust to the highly precise wealth of
data provided by the CMB and other data .
While more complicated scenarios can be proposed, the CMB data till now
validate the simpler slow roll scenario and points the direction for a possible
B-mode detection which could be at reach. Moreover, future CMB and LSS
observations require precise theoretical predictions from inflation, and a deeper
understanding of how inflation begins and ends and merging with gravitational
physics at higher energies: pre-inflation, trans-planckian physics and their in-
fluence on the today structures and cosmological vacuum [6].
I.2 Inflation is based on a scalar field (the inflaton) whose homogeneous ex-
pectation value drives the dynamics of the expanding cosmological scale factor,
plus small quantum fluctuations In single field slow roll inflation, the inflaton
potential is fairly flat and it dominates the universe energy during inflation.
This flatness leads to a slowly varying Hubble parameter (slow-roll) ensuring a
sufficient number of inflation e-folds to explain the homogeneity, isotropy and
flatness of the universe, and also explains the almost gaussianity of the fluctua-
tions as well as the almost scale invariance of their power spectrum.
I.3 Inflation generically starts by a short fast-roll stage where the
kinetic and potential energy of the inflaton are of the same order. This is
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followed by the slow-roll stage where the kinetic energy is much smaller
than the potential energy. The slow-roll regime of inflation is an attractor
of the dynamics during which the Universe is dominated by vacuum energy.
Inflation ends when again the inflaton kinetic energy becomes large as the field
is rolling near the minimum of the potential. Eventually, the energy stored
in the homogeneous inflaton is transferred explosively into the production of
particles via spinodal or parametric instabilities. More precisely, non-linear
phenomena eventually shut-off the instabilities and stop inflation. All these
processes lead to the transition to the standard radiation dominated era. This
is the physical picture of the transition from inflation to the following phase of
radiation cosmology.
I.4 Novel phenomena emerges at the quantum level as a consequence
of the lack of kinematic thresholds, among them the phenomenon of infla-
ton decay into its own quanta. The quantum corrections to the power spec-
trum are expressed in terms of the observable set (ns, r and dns/dlnk). Trace
anomalies dominate the quantum corrections to the primordial power spectrum
in a definite direction: They enhance the scalar curvature spectrum and re-
duce the tensor fluctuations, but they are screened by the overall small factor
(H/MPl)
2. The quantum loop corrections are very small and controlled by the
ratio (H/MPl)
2, a conclusion that validates the reliability of the effective field
theory approach to inflation.
3 Effective Field Theory of Inflation: The Ginsburg-
Landau approach and its powerful predictions
The formulation of inflation in the Ginsburg-Landau approach clarifies and
places inflation within the understanding of the effective field theories in particle
physics. In addition, it sets up a clean way to directly confront the inflationary
predictions with the available and forthcoming CMB data and select a definitive
model [1]-[5].
The theory of the second order phase transitions: the Ginsburg-Landau
effective theory of superconductivity, the current-current Fermi theory of weak
interactions, the sigma model of pions, nucleons (as skyrmions) and photons, are
all successful effective field theories. The effective theory of inflation is powerful
and successful in predicting observable quantities that are contrasted or will be
soon contrasted with experiments.
In the Ginsburg-Landau framework, the potential is a polynomial in the field
starting by a constant term. Linear terms can always be eliminated by a con-
stant shift of the inflaton field. The quadratic term can have a positive or a
negative sign corresponding to chaotic or new inflation, respectively. This ef-
fective Ginsburg-Landau field theory is characterized by only two energy scales:
the scale of inflation M and the Planck scale MPl >> M . In this context we
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propose a universal form for the inflaton potential in slow-roll models which
encodes the essential physics of the problem is: V (φ) = NM4w(χ) where N is
the known number of e-folds since the cosmologically relevant modes exit the
horizon till the end of inflation and χ is a dimensionless, slowly varying field
χ = φ/(
√
NMPl). The slow-roll expansion becomes in this way a explicit and
systematic 1/N expansion. The couplings in the inflaton Lagrangian become
naturally small due to suppression factors arising as the ratio of the two rele-
vant energy scales in inflation: The inflation energy scale M and the Planck
scale MPl.
The whole set of CMB observables and the GUT scale: We derived
in this approach explicit analytic formulae and study in detail the spectral index
ns and the amplitude of the adiabatic fluctuations, the ratio r of tensor to scalar
fluctuations, the running index dns/d (lnk), and the non-gaussianity parameter
fNL, [1],[2],[3]. We use these analytic formulas as hard constraints on ns and r
in the MCMC data analysis.
The spectral index, the ratio r of tensor/scalar fluctuations, the running
index dns/d(lnk), the amplitude of the adiabatic fluctuations (ns−1) = O(1/N),
r = O(1/N), dns/d(lnk) = O(1/N
2) , |∆Rk, ad| ≃ N(M/MPl)2.
Hence, the energy scale of inflation M relates to the amplitude of the scalar
adiabatic fluctuations |∆Rk, ad| and using the CMB data for it, we find M ≃
1016 GeV . A further and precise determination of M will come also from the
detection of r, (B modes) directly related to V (φ).
Therefore, the microscopic theory of inflation is expected to be a GUT in a
cosmological space-time. The relation between the effective inflation theory and
the microscopic fundamental GUT is akin to the relation between the effective
Ginsburg-Landau superconductivity theory and the microscopic BCS (Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieffer) theory, or like the relation of the O(4) sigma model as effec-
tive theory of pions, photons and chiral condensates with quantum chromody-
namics (QCD). Whatever the microscopic model for the early universe (GUT
theory) would be, it should include inflation with the generic features we know
today successfully tested by observations.
The Inflaton potential from the CMB data: The potential which best
fits the present data for red tilted spectrum (ns < 1) and which best fit the
data (a small r < 0.08) is given by the trinomial potential with a negative φ2
term, that is new inflation that is, symmetry breaking with negative concavity
V ”(φ) < 0. In new inflation we have the upper bound r ≤ 0.08, and the lower
bound r > 0.023 . More precise measurements of ns together with better data
on r and dns/d(lnk) will permit to better select the best inflation model. This
will allow to improve the prediction that a broken symmetric inflaton potential
with moderate nonlinearity (new inflation) best describes the data and select
the definitive model.
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The MCMC analysis of the best CMB+LSS data with the Ginsburg-Landau
effective theory of inflation showed [3],[5]: (i) The data strongly indicate the
breaking (whether spontaneous or explicit) of the φ → −φ symmetry of the
inflaton potentials both for new and for chaotic inflation. (ii) Trinomial new
inflation naturally satisfies this requirement and provides an excellent fit to
the data. (iii) Trinomial chaotic inflation only produces the best fit in a very
narrow corner of the parameter space. (iv) The chaotic potential is almost
certainly ruled out (at more than 95 %CL). (v) The above results and further
physical analysis we conclude that new inflation gives the best description of
the data. [ref 3 and our refs therein]. (vi) We find a lower bound for r within
trinomial new inflation potentials: r > 0.023 (95%CL) and r > 0.046 (68%CL).
(vii) The preferred new inflation potential is a double well, even function of the
inflaton field with a moderate quartic coupling. This new inflation model yields
as most probable values: ns = 0.964, r = 0.051. This value for r is within reach
of forthcoming CMB observations. The inflaton field exits the horizon in the
negative concavity region V ”(χ) < 0 intrinsic to new inflation. We find for the
best fit, M = 0.543 x 1016 GeV for the scale of inflation and m = 1.21 x 1013
GeV for the inflaton mass.
Higher degree 2n terms (n > 2) in the inflaton potential do not affect the
fit in a significant way in new inflation. The window of agreement with the data
narrows for growing n in chaotic inflation. All members of the new inflation
family predict a small and negative running
−4(n+ 1) 10−4 ≤ dns/d(lnk) ≤ −2 10−4
Further Physical Implications from the CMB data: Energy scale of
Inflation and the mass of the inflaton: The Ginsburg- Landau (polynomial)
realization of the inflaton potential fits the amplitude of the CMB anisotropy
remarkably well and reveals that the Hubble parameter, inflaton mass and non-
linear couplings are of the see-saw form in terms of the small ratio M/MPl.
It appears clearly that it is highly unnatural to consider only monomial
inflaton potentials, and to drop the quadratic term φ2, since this would be
to exactly choose m2 = 0. In fact, the CMB data unfavor the monomial φ4
potential and support a polynomial inflaton potential, a binomial potential being
enough for the present data. Excluding the quadratic mass term in the potential
V (φ) implies to fine tune to zero the mass term of the inflaton, only justified at
isolated (critical) points.
Therefore, from the physical point of view, the pure monomial potentials
φ2n is a weird choice. The fact that the pure φ4 potential is clearly disfavored
by the CMB data implies a lower bound on the inflaton mass m ≥ 1013 GeV .
Therefore, updating knowledge and understanding, we conclude that in the
analysis of inflation with high precision CMB data: using monomial inflation
potentials (whatever its degree) is a poor choice. The best choice from theory
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and data is the binomial or trinomial potential with negative φ2 term (new
inflation).
The mass of the inflaton m ≃ 1013 GeV can be related with the scale mass
of Grand Unification MGUT by a see-saw type relation, m = M
2
GUT /MPl. The
massless fields alone cannot describe inflation with the observed amplitude of
the CMB anisotropies.
Smallness of the inflaton couplings: The quartic coupling is λ = (M/MPl)
4/N .
The smallness of the non-linear couplings is not a result of fine tuning but a nat-
ural consequence of the validity of the effective field theory of inflation [1],[2],[3].
The quantum expansion in loops is therefore a double expansion on (H/MPl)
2
and 1/N . The form of the potential which fits the CMB+LSS data and is con-
sistent with slow-roll implies the small values for the inflaton self-couplings.
Departures from scale scale invariance: In Inflation, the near departure
of scale invariance of the fluctuations introduces a natural regularization to the
strong infrared behavior of de Sitter space-time through the difference between
the slow roll parameters expressed as ∆ = (ns − 1)/2 + r/8. [3]
The running of the spectral index, its value and sign: dns/d(lnk):
All members of the new inflation family predict a small negative running:
−4(n + 1) x 10−4 ≤ dns/d(lnk) ≤ −2 x 10−4. Because the range of the
cosmologically relevant modes is ∆(ln k) < 9, we get ∆ns < 9/N
2 ≃ 0.0025.
Therefore, the effective theory of slow-roll inflation indicates that the detection
of the running calls for measurements of ns with a one per thousand precision
on a wide range of wave numbers.
Smallness of Non-gaussianity: Non-gaussianity is predicted of the or-
der fNL ≃ (1/N) ∼ 0.02, in the effective single-field slow-roll inflation. Self-
interactions of the fluctuations of the scalar field in turn lead to non-gaussianities
which are characterized by a non-vanishing bi-spectrum. The connection be-
tween the self-decay of inflaton fluctuations and the bi-spectrum in single field
slow roll inflation was established in ref [3]. CMB data fNL < 6 (Planck 2018,
2019) [9] confirm our predictions from WMAP 2003 that fNL is very small.
Our conclusion, comforted by all available observational data is that our predic-
tive theory points towards a very small amount of primordial non-gaussianity
fNL ≃ 0.02.
Tensor/scalar ratio r by the forthcoming CMB experiments and
Forecast for detection. The detection of r would be the first detection of
primordial gravitational waves [10], [14,15]. In addition, since such primordial
gravitational waves were born as quantum fluctuations, this would be the first
detection of gravitons, namely, quantized gravitational waves at tree level. Such
detection of the primordial gravitational waves will test our prediction r = 0.04−
0.05 [1]-[5], based on the effective theory of slow-roll inflation [1]-[5] (broken
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symmetric binomial and trinomial potentials and the set of their observable
implications).
Effects of Generic Initial conditions: We find and compute the transfer
function D(k) which encodes the effect of generic initial conditions on the power
spectra [3], [4]. (Usually, scalar (curvature) and tensor perturbations are studied
only with asymptotic vacuum initial conditions within the slow-roll stage). The
observable effects from initial conditions are more prominent in the low CMB
multipoles. The effects on high ℓ-multipoles are suppressed by a factor ∼ 1/ℓ2
due to the large k fall-off of D(k). Hence, a change in the initial conditions for
the fluctuations during slow roll can account for the low observed value of the
CMB quadrupole.
Physical relevance of the low ℓ part of the TT, TE and EE spectra:
Although there are no statistically significant departures from the slow roll in-
flationary scenario at small angular scales, the CMB data confirm again the low
quadrupoles and suggest that it cannot be completely explained by galactic fore-
ground contamination. The low value of the quadrupole has been an intriguing
feature on large angular scales since first observed by COBE/DMR, confirmed
by WMAP and by the following CMB data till now. The low ℓ part of the
TT, TE and EE together become a crucial test and source of information
for the initial conditions and fast-roll of inflation, which next CMB data and
missions [10], [14], [15] should be able to provide.
Testing the Fast-roll Inflation stage preceding Slow-roll and the
low CMB multipoles: Slow-roll inflation is generically preceded by a short
fast-roll stage [3],[4]. The vacuum initial conditions usually used for slow roll
fluctuations are in fact the natural initial conditions for the fast-roll fluctuations.
The physical reason of quadrupole suppression is the following: During fast-roll,
the potential in the wave perturbation equations is purely attractive and leads
to a suppression of the curvature and tensor CMB quadrupole s with respect to
the slow-roll stage in which it is purely repulsive.
The CMB + LSS data analysis including the fast-roll inflationary stage shows
that the quadrupole mode exits the horizon about 0.2 efold before fast-roll ends
and therefore its amplitude gets suppressed. In addition, fast-roll fixes the
initial inflation redshift to be zinit = 0.9 x 10
56 and the total number of e-
folds of inflation to be Ntot ≃ 64. Fast-roll plus slow roll fit the TT, the TE
and the EE mode spectra remarkably well including the low multipoles and the
quadrupole suppression.
Quantum corrections to Inflation: A thorough study [3] of the quan-
tum loop corrections reveals that they are very small and controlled by powers
of (H/MPl)
2 ≃ 10−9 , where H is the Hubble parameter during inflation, a
conclusion that validates the tree level results and the reliability of the effective
field theory approach to inflation. Quantum corrections to the power spectra
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are expressed in terms of the CMB observables: ns, r and dns/d(lnk). Trace
anomalies, especially the graviton part, dominate the quantum corrections to
the primordial spectra in a definite direction: they enhance the scalar curva-
ture fluctuations and reduce the tensor fluctuations. They are all screened by
the overall factor (H/MPl)
2 and higher orders are still more screened. The
re-summation and full quantum spectra containing the semiclassical inflation-
ary spectra as a particular case, have been recently obtained in a more general
framework and confirm these results [6].
Grand Unification energy scale appears in three important physi-
cal situations: (a) The scale of Grand Unification of strong and electroweak
interactions. (b) The large energy scale in the see-saw formula for neutrino
masses to explain neutrino oscillations. (c) The energy scale of inflation, M ≃
1016 GeV . This coincidence suggests a physical link between the three areas.
Moreover, in the standard model of electromagnetic, weak and strong interac-
tions, the renormalization group yields that the unification of the three couplings
is better reached in supersymmetric extensions of the standard model. The in-
flaton potential suggests that the supersymmetry breaking scalemsusy turns out
to be at the GUT scale: msusy ≈ MGUT and best CMB data and polarization
should improve and allow go deeper into this implication.
Before Inflation and Beyond Grand Unification: Pre- Inflation,
planckian and trans-planckian physics: Within a prospective at 2020- 2030,
it is important to keep in mind that in the primordial phases of the Universe,
besides inflation and its GUT energy scale at time scales of 10−32 sec, there
is room for higher energy scales at earlier times which are of the order of the
Planck fundamental scale 1019 GeV at 10−44 sec and beyond, i.e., the so-called
trans-planckian regime. This quantum phase and its late imprints is a targeted
field of study in quantum unification theories, gravitation and cosmology. The
understanding of dark energy within the standard concordance model descrip-
tion, (namely the cosmological vacuum energy, cosmological constant problem,
or dynamical dark energies for instance), is at the center of these studies. The
past remote states of the universe before inflation are the natural setting for
planckian and trans-planckian energies [6].
Inflation and Dark Energy: The most direct and simplest explanation
of the origin of dark energy which is compatible with all the available data is
the cosmological constant, the so called ”cosmological constant problem”: The
theoretical vacuum energy value estimated from quantum particle physics is
about 10122 times the observed value today. Such a huge difference between
the two values could physically correspond to two different vacuum states of
the universe, namely at two different epochs of its evolution: One being the
classical very large universe today, the other being the very early quantum cos-
mological vacuum [6]. The low value of Lambda or vacuum energy density
today corresponds to a classical large scale low energy diluted universe essen-
tially dominated by voids and super-voids as the set of large scale observations
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concordantly and independently shows. On the other hand, the high quantum
estimated value of Lambda could correspond to the high energy and highly
dense small scale very early quantum vacuum [6]. This links with the Action
Nationale Dark Energy [12] and ESA voyage 2050 [11],[12].
Conclusions and further questions: This short paper presents the state
of the art of the effective theory of inflation and its successful confrontation with
the CMB and LSS data. It paves the way for a better determination of the in-
flaton potential, GUT implications, primordial gravitons amount constraints or
its detection, and completes the generic and robust predictions of slow-roll and
fast-roll inflation beyond present knowledge. Forthcoming observations of CMB
anisotropies and polarizations as well as large scale surveys with ever greater
precision and extent will provide a substantial body of high precision observa-
tional data. The robust physical approach presented here is well prepared and
timely to allow to extract the best scientific benefit and interpretation from
such data. Studying the observational consequences of the classical and quan-
tum phenomena presented in this prospective IN2P3 paper will therefore prove
a worthwhile endeavor.
Outlook and Future Perspectives: We can highlight as perspectives for
a foreseeable future: The CMB data till now show how powerful and successful
is the Ginsburg-Landau effective theory of inflation in predicting observables
that are contrasted successfully to observations and pave the way to fruitfully
extract high benefit from with a strategy of discoveries, namely the B-mode
detection, the probe of Grand Unification scale and the hint of supersymmetry
breaking. Neutrino oscillations offer an example of macroscopic quantum co-
herence and keV sterile neutrinos a dark matter candidate to solve the galactic
scale problems. The Novel quantum phase before inflation may hold clues to the
problem of dark energy. This interdisciplinarity merges together modern cos-
mology, quantum physics, particle physics, neutrino oscillations and keV sterile
neutrinos as dark matter candidates.
Is also very important and timely to investigate the pre-Inflation phases and
its higher energies to go beyond present knowledge [6],[7],[8].
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